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Genetics & Dollars in Dairying:  Please write the correct answer on the line provided to 
correctly complete the statement. 
1.  What is the study of genetics?           

               

2.  What is a balance sheet?            

               

3.  What is heritability?             

               

4.  What reports are available from DHIA?   

A.          

B.          

C.          

5.  List four linear traits that are of economic importance to a dairy operation.   

A.        

B.        

C.        

D.        

6.  DHIA records may be used to increase profitability by:   

A.                

B.                

C.                

D.                

E.                

7.  List and explain the three main selective mating systems.   

A.                

B.                

C.                

8.  A dairy farms primary income comes from        .   



9.  How often does a DHIA testing official go to a farm to gather information?     

     .   

10.  What traits have high heritability?         .  What traits 

have low heritability?           .   

11.  Data collected from a DHIA official may be used to:   

A.                

B.                

12.  Differentiate fixed costs from variable costs, give three examples of each:   

              

              

              

               

13.  What does PTA stands for?               

What is a PTA?              

 

Profitability Critical Thinking Problem:  Use the information below to determine income, 
expenses, and profit.  Show your work and label your answers. 
Joe Farmer sold a ton of milk on April 24.  He paid his veterinarian 950 dollars for a farm visit 

and a straw of semen.  The price per hundredweight is going for fourteen dollars and fifty 

cents.  Joe has to pay eight hundred dollars rent for barns and one thousand-two hundred 

dollars for feed.  Other outgoing costs include one thousand dollars for farm fuel, three 

hundred dollars for groceries and one thousand dollars for electric at the milk parlor and barns.  

Joe’s monthly insurance for the farm is three hundred seventy-five dollars and bedding costs 

three hundred dollars. 

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

               


